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Northwest Territories Power Corporation 
2022-2023 General Rate Application 
 
Thermal Generation Communities (TGC) Information Request Round 1 to 
Northwest Territories Power Corporation (NTPC) 
 
 
NTPC-TGC-001 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 165, lines 14 to 18. 
 
Issue: Business cases 
 
Quote: For future GRAs, the Corporation proposes to provide business cases and 

summaries of capital addition projects of $1 million or more. The 
$400,000 threshold results in a substantial amount of effort to summarize 
while a $400,000 typically reflects less than a $40,000 (less than 0.4%) 
increase to revenue requirement. 

 
Preamble: TGC requests further information to better understand why the change in reporting 

is required, and further any cost savings which may be realized from the change. 
 
Request:  
 

a) NTPC’s evidence suggests the change in policy is due to the “substantial amount of effort”. 
Please quantify as best as possible the level of effort that would be required to prepare 
business cases using a $400,000 threshold as opposed to a $1 million threshold. Please 
clearly state and outline all assumptions made.  

b) Further to your response to a), please also calculate and apply a rate to the hours of work 
avoided by the proposed change. Please state all assumptions made in setting the proposed 
unit rate.  

c) Please demonstrate clearly where the benefits calculated above have been reflected in 
NTPC’s applied for costs. 

d) Beyond the benefit of avoiding “a substantial amount of effort”, is NTPC aware of any 
other benefits that would be achieved from its proposed change? Please fully explain. 

e) Please comment on the costs to parties as a result of the reduction in transparency and 
disclosure of information relating to projects less than $1 million under the proposed 
threshold. Specifically, what analysis has NTPC conducted to arrive at the conclusion that 
the costs of reduced transparency and disclosure are outweighed by the savings as 
quantified in response to a) and b) above? 
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NTPC-TGC-002 

 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 40, Table 2.1. 
 
Issue: Customer demand changes 
 
Quote: 

 
 
Preamble: TGC seeks to better understand whether there has been an observable improvement 

in electricity sales in recent months relative to prior years, and whether that 
improvement may be indicative of a forward trend that could reduce rising pressure 
on costs. 

 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide a breakdown of the monthly corporate wide sales for 2018/2019, 
2019/2020, and 2020/2021. Please provide the breakdown in an Excel file and breakdown 
the information by each of the Corporate Wide Sales, Snare Zone Sales, Taltson Zone 
Sales, and Thermal Zone Sales. 

b) In addition to the information provided in response to a), please also provide any year-to-
date monthly information available as of responding to this information request in the same 
format outlined above. 

c) Based on the information provided in response to a) and b) above, please comment on 
whether there is any observable trend of recovery in sales either in total or by zone. 

d) Please provide a monthly breakdown of the forecast sales by each of the Corporate Wide 
Sales, Snare Zone Sales, Taltson Zone Sales, and Thermal Zone Sales for the 2021/2022 
and 2022/2023 periods. 
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NTPC-TGC-003 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 40 and 41. 
 
Issue: Economic conditions 
 
Quote: The GNWT economic review for 2021-22, released in February 2021, 

highlights the following: 
• Since reaching economic lows in the second quarter of 2020, many 

areas of the NWT economy are now recovering well, as nearly all 
jobs lost during the pandemic have been recovered, most businesses 
have reopened and employees returned to work, retail trade has 
increased beyond last year’s levels, and construction and some 
investment projects are progressing despite delays. 

• The recovery has been uneven and the NWT economy, especially in 
areas of pre-pandemic weakness, is continuing to struggle. 

• There are also signs that the recovery may be slowing, and that some 
economic gains may lose momentum or reverse, particularly if 
coronavirus cases increase in the territory. 

 
Preamble: TGC is interested in whether there is more recent economic data or research 

regarding the status of the NWT economy and prospects for growth. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide copies of all economic research and reports related to the NWT economy 
made available since the filing of the application, including but not limited to more recent 
information from the GNWT, reports from Canadian banks, or any other reports prepared 
by economic forecasters. 

b) Throughout its application NTPC frequently broadly refers to a 2% inflation expectation 
on its costs. This appears to suggest that NTPC accepts that its costs generally inflate 
consistent with the broader Canadian economy. Please comment generally on whether the 
NWT economy trends largely in line with the overall Canadian economy or if there is a 
tendency for the NWT economy to vary independent of the broader Canadian economy. 
Please respond separately regarding the following factors: 

i. Inflation; 
ii. GDP; 
iii. Employment rate; 
iv. Unemployment rate; and 
v. Average weekly earnings or other information on increases in wages.  
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NTPC-TGC-004 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 87, Table 5.1. 
 
Issue: O&M costs 
 
Quote:  

 
 
Preamble: TGC requires further information to understand the trend in O&M costs. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide a copy of the 5.X series of schedules included in the application in a working 
Excel file, or in the alternative, refer to where those calculations have been filed on the 
record. 

b) For schedule 5.2, if not already on the record or provided in response to a), please provide 
in Excel a version of the schedule which demonstrates how each variance calculation has 
been performed. Specifically, TGC seeks an active workbook with formulas intact to 
demonstrate where the variances have been calculated from. 
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NTPC-TGC-005 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 89, Table 5.2. 
 
Issue: FTEs 
 
Quote:  

 
 
Preamble: TGC requests further information and detail in respect of NTPC’s FTE and 

headcount levels, including historical levels. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please expand Table 5.2 to include the same information reported by headcount (i.e. 
positions before adjusting for vacancies and other considerations). 

b) Please revise Table 5.2 to provide a similar FTE reconciliation using 2018-2019 actual 
FTEs as the starting point. Please explain any differences that exist between the two tables. 

c) Please prepare a table in Excel that provides the following information broken down by 
department and by position title (i.e. executive, manager, analyst, admin staff):  

i. 2018-2019 test year FTEs and headcount; 
ii. 2018-2019 actual FTEs and headcount; 
iii. 2020-2021 actual FTEs and headcount; and 
iv. 2022-2023 forecast FTEs and headcount. 
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d) Based on the information provided in response to c), please recalculate the actual vacancy 
rates experienced in each year as between FTEs and headcount. Further, please compare 
the calculated rates to the applied for 10% vacancy rate. 

e) Please provide all detail and calculations supporting the proposed 10% vacancy rate 
included for the 2022-23 test year. 

f) For each FTE added in the year, please provide the following information: 
i. The forecast or actual hiring date; 
ii. The specific activities the position will perform; 
iii. How that work was previously completed by NTPC absent the position and why 

the status quo is no longer sufficient; 
iv. If the work was not previously performed, please provide a detailed explanation of 

what specific impact would occur to NTPC’s business and more specifically why 
NTPC would not be able to continue providing safe and reliable service to 
ratepayers absent hiring the position;  

v. An explanation of why NTPC concluded it would be most appropriate to internally 
staff the forecast position as opposed to using external contractor resources to 
perform the work; and 

vi. The forecast split of work for each position as between operating and capital. For 
capital charges, please separately quantify amounts that are directly charged to 
capital as opposed to indirect charges through overheads. Explain any assumptions 
that have been made. 
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NTPC-TGC-006 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 89, lines 5 to 15. 
 
Issue: Information technology FTEs 
 
Quote: In April 2019 the Corporation experienced a ransomware attack requiring 

most of its information technology systems to shut down while the impact 
was assessed. This made daily work more challenging for employees and 
impacted functions such as vendor payment, project planning and 
engineering, and data collection. Cyber security, as well as the design and 
performance of information technologies systems, have become a primary 
focus to ensure service levels remains high. This has led to the Corporation 
adding three FTE’s, a Manager of IT Applications and Support, an 
Applications Support and Maintenance Analyst, and an IT Infrastructure 
Analyst. A SCADA Specialist position was also created to support 
operational technologies and ensure efficient integration between the 
Corporation’s information technologies and operations. 

 
Preamble: TGC requires additional information regarding the proposed addition of FTEs. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please outline in detail NTPC’s accounting policy in respect of software costs. Specifically, 
what software costs are capitalized and under which circumstances would NTPC consider 
it appropriate to capitalize internal staff costs? 

b) Certain of the positions listed above appear to have a direct impact on long-term assets. 
For example, the SCADA specialist position would presumably have direct input into the 
selection and implementation of SCADA technologies. Please comment for each staff 
forecast to be added, why that position is properly categorized as operating versus capital 
by direct reference to the nature of the work the position is forecast to perform. 

c) Has NTPC looked into the potential for outsourcing either all or a portion of its information 
technology work? If an assessment of this alternative has been conducted, please share the 
results of that assessment. If no assessment has been conducted, please outline in detail 
why NTPC considers that an internally staffed information technology group represents a 
lower overall cost as compared to an outsourced group, having regard for the need to 
recruit, train, manage and retain highly skilled internal resources. 
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NTPC-TGC-007 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 89 and 90. 
 
Issue: Human resources FTEs 
 
Quote: The Corporation has increased its emphasis on the development of new 

and existing human resource policy to ensure compliance with legislation, 
and the Collective Agreement. Privacy legislation compliance has 
increased both in workload and complexity, requiring specialized 
personnel to manage privacy legislation compliance. NTPC has increased 
emphasis on training and policy development to promote, diversity, 
equity, and inclusion in the workplace consistent with Human Rights 
legislation. Two FTE’s were added for these legislation compliance 
initiatives, a Human Resources Specialist, and a Human Resources Policy 
and Privacy Specialist. 

 
Preamble: TGC requires additional details to understand the need for the additional FTEs. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide the ratio of NTPC staff as split between operating and capital FTEs. 
b) Further to the information provided in response to a) above, please explain whether any of 

the new human resources FTEs, who provide services to all FTEs, are capitalized through 
overheads. 

c) Please explain in further detail why the work contemplated represents a step change 
increase in permanent work rather than a short-term project that can be completed to bring 
the company up to date on compliance requirements. 
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NTPC-TGC-008 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 90, lines 8 to 14. 
 
Issue: Projects and engineering FTEs 
 
Quote: Replacing aging infrastructure continues to be a primary focus for the 

Corporation. The increase in capital projects has resulted in the addition 
of five FTE’s in Projects and engineering. These positions include, a 
Manager of Portfolio Planning and Control, a Project Manager, a Financial 
Project Analyst, a Lead Planner and Scheduler, and a Lead Estimator and 
Cost Controller. The cost of the incremental FTE’s supporting the capital 
management process are charged to capital and not included in the O&M 
expenses. 

 
Preamble: TGC requires additional information to understand the need for the forecast FTEs. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please prepare a table which provides the following information: 
i. Annual actual capital expenditures from 2018/19 to 2020/21; 
ii. Annual forecast capital expenditures for 2021/2022 and 2022/23; 
iii. Annual internal salary costs of the projects and engineering department for each of 

the periods listed in i. and ii.; 
iv. The ratio of internal salary costs to capital expenditures for each year. 

b) Based on the information provided in response to a), please comment on whether there 
appears to be an alignment of internal resources with the overall level of actual and forecast 
capital expenditures. 

c) Please provide any evidence available to NTPC which supports that the work to replace 
aging infrastructure is incremental as compared to prior periods. 
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NTPC-TGC-009 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 90 and 91. 
 
Issue: Operational FTEs 
 
Quote: Operational improvement through increased preventative maintenance 

continues to be a focus for the Corporation, leading to a need to add eight 
new positions.  

 
• Operations added six new FTE’s, a Plant Superintendent/Trades 

Helper, a Hydro Electrical Field Engineer, a System Operator, a 
Powerline Technician, and an Electrician in both the Hydro and 
Thermal regions. 

• Two additional positions that support Operations are the Senior 
Vegetation Coordinator for increased focus on the Corporation’s 
brushing program. An Environmental Licensing Analyst position 
was created to support the management of environmental licenses 
and permits required for operations and projects. 

 
Preamble: TGC seeks a better understanding of the forecast need for the operational FTEs 

proposed by NTPC. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Has NTPC prepared a detailed activity-based assessment of its annual maintenance needs? 
For example, a detailed breakdown of the number of person hours required to perform 
certain tasks such as overhead line maintenance, vegetation management, etc. If no detailed 
activity-based forecast of its resources has been performed, please fully explain what 
specific data was used and relied upon by NTPC to arrive at the conclusion that additional 
resources were required to perform specific work. 

b) Please prepare a table which breaks down the total headcount and FTEs from 2018/19 to 
2022/23 for positions included in Operations. In addition, please provide the capitalization 
rate for the positions, both directly and indirectly capitalized separately. 

c) Why does NTPC require an increased focus on its brushing program? Specifically, what 
part of the existing program is deficient and why? 

d) Please provide a forecast of the required vegetation management volumes both historically 
and forecast from the period 2018-19 to 2022-23. 
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NTPC-TGC-010 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 117, Schedule 5.5. 
 
Issue: Overheads 
 
Quote:  

 
 
Preamble: TGC notes that annual overheads appear to vary significantly from year to year. 

TGC requires further information to better understand the overhead policy in place 
at NTPC. 

 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide a copy of NTPC’s overhead policy, which explains at a minimum, which 
costs are included in overheads, why inclusion of those costs is reasonable, and any 
changes in the overhead policy from year-to-year. 

b) Please provide the most recently completed overhead study for NTPC and disclose the date 
the study was completed. 

c) If NTPC has not completed an overhead study within the last 3 years, please fully explain 
how NTPC has confirmed that its overhead charges are reasonable. 
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d) Please prepare a table in Excel which provides a detailed breakdown on a position-by-
position basis (positions can be numbered to avoid any disclosure of personal information) 
from 2018/19 actuals to 2022/23 forecast. 

e) Please provide variance explanations for each change observed on Schedule 5.5 where the 
change is greater than 2% or $0.1 million. 

f) Please fully explain what is meant by “direct” versus “indirect” overhead. Are there 
additional directly charged salaries that are charged to projects in addition to amounts 
classified as “direct” overheads? Please fully explain. 

g) Please prepare a table in Excel breaking down the capital expenditures in each period from 
2018/19 actual to 2022/23 forecast by the following components: 

i. Direct charged internal salaries; 
ii. Direct overheads; 
iii. Indirect overheads; 
iv. Supplies, both direct and indirect; 
v. Travel, both direct and indirect; 
vi. External contractors; and 
vii. Other costs (please provide a breakdown at as low a level of detail as available to 

NTPC that can be provided with reasonable effort). 
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NTPC-TGC-011 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 92 and 93. 
 
Issue: Supplies and services 
 
Quote:  

• $1.544 million increase due to the higher insurance premiums. 
• $0.300 million increase in contractors and consultants to support the 

asset management maintenance plan. 
• $0.340 million increase in consultants and contractors to support 

portfolio planning and control. As the Corporation continues to 
emphasize the need for capital replacement projects, capital stage 
gating process are required for project scoping and procurement 
improvements. 

• $0.205 million increase in consultants and contractors in hydro 
operations related to tower maintenance and other building safety, as 
well as community automation. 

• $0.246 million increase in human resources consultants and contractors 
for legal and risk management. Legal costs have increased as the 
Corporation revises procurement contracts for increased risk 
management and safety compliance and to update the terms and 
conditions for standard business practices. The Corporation also faces 
increased legal compliance in areas such as safety, civil claims, 
contractual risk management, collective bargaining and privacy 
protection. 

• $0.560 million decrease in contractors and consultants to support 
information technologies. The increase in FTE count has reduced the 
requirement to outsource for information and technologies system 
maintenance and development. 

• $0.170 million increase in software licenses for information 
technologies to support the initiative of increased cyber security. 

• $0.316 million increase related to hydro maintenance and camp 
expenses. Camp expenses include the cost of food, cooking and 
maintaining the hydro camps. A new contract for cooking and cleaning 
services was issued increasing costs significantly over the 2018-19 Test 
Year. Inflation has increased grocery expenses as the cost of food 
continues to increase. Other increases include annual shut down costs, 
as OEM experts are used, and preventative maintenance. 
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Preamble: TGC requires additional information to better understand why the costs outlined 
above are required and unavoidable. This is particularly the case in light of the 
significant increase in forecast FTEs, some of whom are forecast to do similar work. 

 
Request:  
 

a) For insurance costs, please provide a detailed explanation and table summarizing: 
i. The types of insurance NTPC purchases. 
ii. The limits for each insurance product purchased. 
iii. A general description of the types of risks the insurance is intended to cover and 

when the insurance would pay out. 
iv. To the extent the insurance relates to physical asset insurance, why it is cost 

effective in light of the current hard insurance market to purchase the insurance as 
opposed to using self-insurance. 

v. The rates and volumes for each insurance product from 2018/19 actual to 2022/23 
forecast, which support the calculated premiums. 

b) Please explain in further detail what specifically NTPC’s asset management plan is, the 
benefits of the asset management plan both in the short and long term, and what specific 
work is forecast to be performed that is incremental from prior years. 

c) For the $0.340 of consultants and contractors to support portfolio planning and control, 
please fully explain how this work differs from the work that will be performed by the 
forecast FTE additions, and why the FTE additions forecast to be added cannot complete 
the forecast work, by specific reference to the forecast work that is expected to be 
performed. 

d) For the $0.246 million increase in human resources consultants and contractors for legal 
and risk management, please fully explain how this work differs from the work that will 
be performed by the forecast FTE additions, and why the FTE additions forecast to be 
added cannot complete the forecast work, by specific reference to the forecast work that is 
expected to be performed. 

e) For the $0.560 million decrease in contractors and consultants to support information 
technologies, please provide all evidence available to NTPC that demonstrates the savings 
in contractors and consultants in both the short and long term offsets the increased salaries 
from the new FTEs forecast to be added. As part of the analysis, please include a reasonable 
forecast for all internal costs related to employees that are not paid to contractors, including 
benefits, incentive compensation, vacation, training costs, office costs, rental costs and the 
potential payout of severance costs. 
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NTPC-TGC-012 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 134 and 135. 
 
Issue: Return on equity 
 
Quote: In Decision 16-2017 the Board approved a Return on Equity of 8.0% 

noting that it considered both the reduced risk arising from GNWT risk 
mitigation and the last generic rate of return determined by the Alberta 
Utilities Commission (AUC) (8.3%). The AUC’s most recently approved 
ROE is 8.5% for 2022, somewhat higher than the 8.3% referenced by the 
Board in Decision 16-2017. Despite the increase in the AUC generic rate 
of return since NTPC’s 2016-19 GRA, the Corporation is proposing to 
maintain its ROE at 8.0%. NTPC makes this proposal in order to simplify 
the review process for the current GRA but without prejudice to the ability 
to seek a higher return more consistent with peer utilities in future 
applications. The Corporation notes the requested ROE is lower than other 
recent electric industry ROEs including: 

 
• 9.30% ROE for 2017 for NUL-Yellowknife. 
• 9.10% 2015 ROE for NUL-NWT. 
• The long-term target ROE for SaskPower of 8.50% approved by 

the Crown Investments Corporation. 
• Yukon Energy Corporation’s 2018 ROE of 8.70%. 

 
[Footnotes removed] 

 
Preamble: TGC is interested in whether NTPC is over or underachieving its approved ROE. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please prepare a reconciliation between NTPC’s approved ROE from 2018/19 to 2021/22 
and the actual achieved ROE. As part of the reconciliation please identify all major drivers 
for the change in ROE and provide a brief explanation for why the variance occurred and 
contributed to a difference. 

b) Please confirm that NTPC’s assessment of its required ROE is not based on any specific 
formula (i.e. CAPM, DCF, etc), and instead is derived generally from comparable 
information as set out in the referenced material above. If not confirmed, please explain. 
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NTPC-TGC-013 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, Concentric Depreciation Study. 
 
Issue: Depreciation study 
 
Preamble: TGC requests additional information to better understand the impact of the 

proposed depreciation and net salvage adjustments. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please prepare a reconciliation in a working Excel file of the calculated depreciation rate 
and dollars as applied for and as previously approved for each account studied by 
Concentric. 

b) Please prepare a reconciliation in a working Excel file of the calculated salvage rate and 
dollars as applied for and as previously approved for each account studied by Concentric. 

c) As part of the response to b), please also provide the calculated salvage rate and dollars 
based on the following: 

i. Concentric’s previously recommended salvage estimates for each account on the 
basis of reflecting the full cost of salvage through rates; and 

ii. It is unclear if Concentric has proposed new baseline recommended salvage rates 
per its report (i.e. a revised “full recommended percentage”). If Concentric has 
proposed updated salvage parameters in its salvage study for each account, please 
provide revised rates and dollars amounts by account based on those 
recommendations. 

d) Please confirm the timing of Concentric’s last full net salvage study and the timing for 
completion of the next full net salvage study. 

e) Assuming no current salvage study exists, does Concentric agree that given the time value 
of money and inflationary pressures relative to historic investment that salvage estimates 
likely have increased as a whole since the previous net salvage study? Please fully explain 
your response and provide any quantitative analysis, particularly if Concentric considers 
that net salvage rates have decreased or stayed the same since the previous study. 

f) Within its study, Concentric points out that the studied retirement, additions and other plant 
transactions span a much greater period than the retirements plotted as actual observed data 
points. Please fully explain why Concentric has chosen to truncate the retirement data in 
its study. Please also comment on how the conclusions would change if all available data 
had been plotted. Finally, if no further data is available outside of the plotted data, please 
fully explain how Concentric has managed to conclude that the truncated retirement data 
is reflective of the true retirement history of the studied accounts. 
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g) If data is available, please revise each set of plotted retirement data for each account to 
include all available retirement data for each account. Please comment on how the 
approved and applied for curves fit to the observed data and explain whether any of 
Concentric’s conclusions or findings change based on the revised observed data. Finally, 
please provide the best fit curve that provides the lowest residual measure for each account 
using the revised data. 

h) For each account, please provide a listing of every curve studied by Concentric and the 
residual measure of that curve. Please explain why each of the studied curves, if not 
selected, were deemed to be inferior to the applied for curve.  

i) In addition to the information requested in h) above, please provide one figure for each 
account that graphs the observed retirement data points against each of the curves studied 
by Concentric.  

j) For each account studied, please identify the Iowa curve that provides the best residual 
measure to the observed retirement data. If a specific account has an Iowa curve with a 
better residual measure, please fully explain why that Iowa curve was not selected by 
Concentric. 

k) TGC observes that the observed range of years of data points varies from account to 
account. TGC is concerned that there may be selection bias in the determination of the data 
to plot. If not explained in the responses provided above, please fully explain how 
Concentric has chosen for each account the selected retirement data to plot in the observed 
life curves as compared to the totality of the retirement data that may be available to 
Concentric. 

l) TGC has reviewed the record and it does not appear as though the peer analysis referred to 
by Concentric has been filed. If not filed, please submit the peer analysis completed by 
Concentric. If filed, please provide a reference to where on the record the analysis exists. 

m) Further to the response to l), please confirm or otherwise update the peer analysis to ensure 
that all Canadian provinces and territories are reflected in the peer analysis and that to the 
extent possible, the peer analysis reflects each account included in the depreciation study.  

n) Further to the response to l) and m), please provide a reference to where the information 
was obtained to complete the peer analysis and confirm whether the information reflects 
applied for or approved rates. Finally, please ensure the peer analysis provided includes 
both average service lives and net salvage parameters. 
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NTPC-TGC-014 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 272 and 273. 
 
Issue: Accounts 331.00 and 332.00 
 
Quote: The current Iowa 100-R3 has a related Residual Measure of 0.3771, which 

does not fit the historic data as well as the 100-R2 with a related Residual 
Measure of 0.2082. Peer comparison of electric utilities produced a range 
from 60 to 125 years, however none of the peer utilities utilize earthen 
dams such as those used in the NTPC system. As such, the Iowa 100-R2 
is recommended for continued use of this account based on the fit to 
historic data, the review of peer electric utilities, and on the professional 
judgment of Concentric. 

 
Preamble: TGC requests additional information from Concentric to understand the applied for 

curve based on available peer data. For clarity, the below requests apply to each of 
the accounts referred to above. 

 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide a more detailed breakdown of available peer data as follows: 
i. Type of dam or structure; 
ii. Name of peer; and 
iii. Approved life range. 

b) Please provide a breakdown of investment in the accounts as between earthen dams on the 
Snare River and all other types of dams or facilities at other locations. For clarity, the TGC 
is primarily concerned with the type of dam being used and the allocated investment given 
it appears to be a driver for the recommended life curve for each account. 

c) In addition to the information provided in response to b), please also provide a life curve 
Concentric would recommend for each type of dam or facility based on the life estimate, 
including an explanation for the recommended life curve. 
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NTPC-TGC-015 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 288. 
 
Issue: Amortized assets 
 
Quote:  
 

 
 
Preamble: TGC requires additional information on the peer group amortization and life 

assumptions for the above. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide the peer group information for the above accounts. Please also explain 
whether any peers utilize an amortization approach. 

b) For land rights, please confirm per the retirement rate analysis that only $4,400 of land 
rights or 0.14% of the exposures have been retired? If not confirmed, please explain. 
Separately, does Concentric agree this rate is reflective of a low rate of retirement and an 
expectation the life could increase? Please explain. 

c) Further to the response to b), please explain NTPC’s approach to land rights, including 
whether land rights are acquired on a perpetual basis and further whether the land right is 
maintained even if the transmission facility is retired. 
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NTPC-TGC-016 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF pages 291 to 302. 
 
Issue: Concentric tables 1 and 2 
 
Preamble: TGC requires further information to understand the calculations prepared by 

Concentric. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide a copy of tables 1 and 2 from the Concentric evidence in an Excel format 
with formulas intact. 
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NTPC-TGC-017 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 657. 
 
Issue: Behchokǫ̀ EV Charging Station 
 
Quote: Option 2: EV Charging Stations   Estimated Costs: $535,000 

 
This option involves designing and installing a charging station with level 
3 chargers. There are two main challenges typically associated with the 
development of a network of DC fast charging stations. First, the 
availability of commercial land to install DC fast charging stations is a 
barrier. Second, the proximity of electric distribution lines to charging 
stations is often an issue. Extending distribution lines adds a significant 
cost to potential projects. 

• NTPC has extensive project management capacity, works closely 
and effectively with its partners and communities, and is mandated 
to supply electricity to the community of Behchoko in a safe and 
efficient manner. The immediate benefit of installing an EV 
charging station at Behchokǫ̀ to encourage and allow for further 
EV adoption. This project will assist NTPC in achieving its goal 
of reducing transportation related emissions by 10 percent by 2030 
and reducing overall emissions by 30 percent by 2030. 

 
Preamble: TGC requests additional information for the proposed capital project. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please provide NTPC’s estimate, and all quantitative evidence supporting the estimate, of 
the number of EVs that will use the proposed project over the next 10 years.  

b) Based on the information provided in response to a), please provide a forecast of the 
amount of kWhs per year that will be consumed from the EV charging station over the next 
10 years. 

c) Is NTPC in possession of any evidence of a desire from external third parties for EVs and 
an EV charging station? If so, please provide that evidence. If not, then please explain on 
what basis NTPC considers the project to be required. 

d) Please comment on whether any entities in NTPC’s service territory have looked at 
constructing their own EV charging stations on a commercial basis. If no party has sought 
to connect to NTPC’s system with a commercial system, please comment on whether 
NTPC considers such a case to be evidence of a lack of economic fundamentals supporting 
the need for an EV charging station. 
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e) Please discuss whether alternatives exist for customers who desire an EV to charge that EV 
using the existing distribution system at their home or at work, as an alternative to a fast-
charging system. 
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NTPC-TGC-018 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 699. 
 
Issue: Tsiigehtchic Office Trailer Replacement 
 
Quote:  
 

 
 
Preamble: TGC requires further information on the benefits of the proposed project. 
 
Request:  
 

a) A benefit cited by NTPC of the Tsiigehtchic Office Trailer Replacement is the reduction 
of a lengthy commute. However, in the above referenced table there appears to be no O&M 
savings estimates. Please confirm or otherwise provide the following information: 

i. Confirm and provide evidence that all work performed by the employees impacted 
are capital employees and thus there are no operational savings due to the reduction 
in commute time. 

ii. If not confirmed, please provide a calculation of the hourly and daily commute time 
that has been incurred each year and the estimated annual O&M savings that will 
be recognized. Finally, please demonstrate where those savings have been reflected 
through forecast O&M costs.  
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NTPC-TGC-019 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 705. 
 
Issue: Pole replacement – All regions 
 
Quote: Option 2: Fund the Pole Program           Estimated Costs: $2,000,000 

 
This option involves starting a pole replacement program that 
encompasses testing, treatment, and replacement. This program would 
proactively change out poles and implement a pole testing program to 
avoid unnecessary outages, minimize unnecessary pole changes, and 
improve NTPC’s asset management. This program will lead to enhanced 
reliability, avoid unexpected pole failures that would result in outages for 
NTPC customers, and assist with maintaining NTPC’s low rate of in-
service pole failures. 

 
Preamble: TGC requests additional information on the pole replacement program. 
 
Request:  
 

a) Please prepare a table which breaks down the annual actual costs from 2018-19 to 2021-
22 that have been spent on pole replacement.  

b) Further to the information provided in response to a), please provide the actual number of 
poles replaced in each year. 

c) If available, please provide all evidence available to NTPC related to the average age of 
NTPC’s poles over the last 10 years and the forecast age of poles over the next 10 years 
assuming both that the project is approved and that the project is approved at 50% of the 
applied for costs. 
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NTPC-TGC-020 
 
Reference:  
 

(i) NTPC 2022-23 General Rate Application, PDF page 121, lines 5 to 8. 
 
Issue: Collection of salvage costs 
 
Quote: 6.2.2 Net Salvage 
 

The 2011 depreciation study for NTPC showed net salvage accumulated 
amortization surplus of approximately $20 million. For the 2012-14 GRA, 
the Board approved a “pause” on the collection of net salvage to gradually 
permit the surplus to decrease over time. 
 
For the Corporation’s 2016 study, the variance for net salvage 
accumulated amortization was still a surplus of approximately $6.3 
million. Because of this remaining substantial surplus, NTPC proposed to 
re-implement net salvage accruals in rates at approximately one-quarter of 
the amount otherwise recommended. The full salvage cost was calculated 
at $2.122 million, and NTPC proposed to collect $0.553 million. 

 
For that GRA, the Board instead approved a more moderated phased-in 
approach to resuming net salvage recovery. The Board determined that 
only one-half of the NTPC recommended approach should be included in 
rates for the 2016-19 Test Years, or $0.276 million. 
 
[Footnote removed] 

 
Preamble: TGC understands that NTPC is not collecting the full amount of estimate salvage 

costs within its rates. For this reason, NTPC would like to understand whether other 
alternatives are viable to assist in the collection of a reasonable and supported 
amount of costs that is less subject to a subjective phase in assessment. 

 
Request:  
 

a) Please prepare a reconciliation of the calculated accumulated salvage account (i.e. net 
salvage accumulated amortization surplus) for the years 2018/19 to 2022/23. Please use 
actual balances where available. As part of the reconciliation please clearly show opening 
and closing balances, as well as additions to the account for collection of salvage costs and 
any actual salvage costs incurred. 

b) Please calculate the salvage account balance that would otherwise be required to be 
accumulated were NTPC to collect the full amount of the estimated net salvage costs per 
year. 
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c) Based on both the applied for salvage rates and the full salvage rates recommended by 
Concentric, please prepare two separate tables showing the forecast build up of the 
accumulated salvage account balance over the next five years. 

d) Has NTPC considered any alternatives to the collection of salvage costs as proposed in its 
application. If yes, please describe all alternatives considered by NTPC and explain why 
those alternatives have not been pursued. 

e) Please comment on the viability of adopting the constant dollar net salvage approach for 
NTPC or in the alternative adopting a discounting approach to the calculation where the 
future salvage costs are calculated based on current salvage rates and then discounted to 
current dollars. Specifically, please outline any practical or regulatory challenges to 
adopting these approaches. 

f) Does NTPC agree that the current approach to phasing in salvage rates effectively results 
in a discounting of currently collected salvage costs as compared to the amounts that would 
otherwise be collected under the traditional method to collecting salvage? If NTPC does 
not agree, please fully explain. 

 


